	
  

Partner’s Plan
The Partner’s Plan gives out coupons for areas of need. They range from a Food Box to an overnight stay at
a local motel. These coupons are honored seven days a week during business hours. Some of the coupons
are offered any time for emergencies. There are 16 different plans to choose from ranging from $5 per month
donation to $500 per month donation. We also have a build-a-plan option to fit special situations. Because
we are set up to handle these needs already, we are able to offer these items at a significantly reduced cost
than most individuals, businesses and churches can offer these themselves. For example:
The Disciple Plan
($75/mo. suggested donation. This plan is conservatively valued at $334.00)
Coupons

Benefit

Coupons

Benefit

Four

Emergency Food Boxes

Four

Meal

Four

Clothing Pantry

Four

Health & Beauty Aide

Four

Haircuts on Tuesday only

One

Night motel stay

One

$10 Gasoline/Electricity/Rent/RX/Bus

The Partner’s plan allows individuals, businesses and churches to give a donation to help the needy of our
community and receive a tax donation receipt for the entire donation, while allowing them to make a choice of
active or inactive rolls in the distribution of the items needed. Below explains the options available.
Option A – Allows the Partner to donate without being involved with the distribution process. Option A
Partners would not receive coupons for their donation, but instead allows Soul Food Café Mission to use the
funds as a need arises.
Option B – Allows the Partner to donate and receive coupons each month based upon the desired package
selected for the Partner to give out to those in need as he/she wish. The coupons expire at the end of each
month, and newly issued coupons are mailed out as donations continue for the plan selected.
Option C – Allows the Partner to donate and be actively involved in the distribution of coupons when the
need arises or when Soul Food Café Mission contacts the Partner for needs that are received through Soul
Food Café Mission. * The coupons expire at the end of each month, and newly issued coupons are mailed
out as donations continue for the plan selected.
*The Partner is under no obligation to use his or her coupons when called on by Soul Food Café Mission for
someone in need.
Partners can be as involved with the distribution as they wish. When we call and the Partner has a coupon
that would fit the need and wishes to become involved, a Soul Food Café Mission representative will come by
and pick up the coupon from the Partner. Otherwise, the Partner can meet the person in need at the place of
business or another predetermined spot to distribute the coupon to the person in need.
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